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A GENERALIZED EULER-MACLAURIN FORMULA 
FOR THE HURWITZ ZETA FUNCTION 
EUGENIO P . BALANZARIO 
(Communicated by Stanislav Jakubec) 
ABSTRACT. We use an evaluation of the Mellin transform of a Fourier series in 
terms of some Dirichlet series in order to generalize the classical Euler-Maclaurin 
formula for the numerical evaluation of the Riemann zeta function. 
§1. Introduction 
In this note we consider the Hurwitz zeta function defined initially by 
oo .. 
C(s, a) = V - — for 0 < a < 1 and a := Me(s) > 1. (1) 
^ ( j + «)s _ 
In §2 below, the Mellin transform of a Fourier series A(x) is evaluated in terms 
of Dirichlet series. Let £ > 1. For 0 < a < 1 we have 
where a- and b- are the Fourier coefficients of A(x) and we have written 
< J x~sA(x) dx > to represent the continuation to a > 0 of the integral inside 
I l/£ J 
the brackets (defined for a > 1). See equations (7) for the definitions of Xi(s) 
and x 2 (
5 ) - Then use this evaluation (2) in order to obtain a generalization of 
the Euler-Maclaurin formula for the numerical evaluation of the Riemann zeta 
function, see [1; Chap. 6] for example. 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 11M35. 
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§2. Mellin transform of a Fourier series 
Now we state the main result of this section and then we prove it in a series 
of lemmas. 
THEOREM 1. With e(x) = e2lTlx, consider the Fourier series 
A(x) = ] C cjetix) = co + 2 ^2iaj COS(2TTJX) + bj sin(27rjx)} (3) 
where 
+ 1/2 
c + c r 
a- = J ~~J = / A(x) cos(2njx) dx, 
" 1 / 2 (4) 
+ 1/2 V J 
C — C • f 
bj = ~J J = / A(x) sin(27rja;) d.T. 
-1/2 
Assume c- <C l / | j | as \j\ —> co. Let £ be a real number greater than or equal to 
one. For s = a + it such that a > 1, define 
- / . , - * . 
/ x (7) 
2(3) = «x~sA(x) dx. (5) 
TTien ^(5) Zias an analytic (resp. meromorphic) continuation to the half plane 
a > 0 if c0 = 0 (resp. i/ c0 7-= 0 ) . Now define for a > 0 t/ie £ivO Dirichlet series 
00 a °° b 
zM = Y.fs> ^ ) - E i ' (6) 
j=ij j = i j 
and /Or a// 5 £fte favO x functions 




Finally, for 0 < a < 1, define £(s) = — J x~sA(x) dx. If 0 < a < 1, then 
o 
*(*) = Xi(s)Z,(l -s) + x2(s)22(l -s) + £(s). (8) 
Since c- <C l/\j\ as | j | —r co, then we can integrate term by term the Fourier 
series in (5) to obtain oo 
z(s) = 1LCJ x~SeUx)dx• (9) 
In the next lemma we evaluate the individual terms in the sum in (9). While we 
prove the lemma for a > 0, we actually use it for a > 1. 
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LEMMA 1. Let a and £ be positive real numbers. Let s = a + it be such that 
a > 0. Let 
r ( l - 5 , i a ) = / z~se~zdz, and r ( l - s , - i a ) = / z~s e~z dz 
L(oc) L(a) 
where L(a) = { x - f i a : 0 < # < 00} is a horizontal line segment and L(a) is 
the complex conjugate of L(a). so that L(a) = {x — ia : 0 < x < oo} . Then 
we have 
oo 
I x~s e~[ax dx = e ( + ^ ! ) a s - T ( l - s , + f ) , (10) 
\lt 
OO 
f x~s e+lax dx = e ( - ^ ) a s " 1 r ( l - 5 , - f ) . (11) 
i/t 
P r o o f . Let us denote by lx the integral (10). We consider a contour C 
by starting at z = 1/^, and then moving to the right along the real axis until 
we reach z = i?, where R is a large real number. Then we turn around the 
origin in the negative direction until we meet the vertical line passing through 
z = l/£. Finally, we move upwards along this vertical line until we reach the 
starting point. It is clear that 
J z-se-iaz dz = Q 
C 
Denote by C2 the circle segment making up (7, so that C2 = \Re~
1$ : 
0 < 0 < 7r/2 +o( l )} . Let 6* = logR/aR. By splitting C2 according to whether 
0* < 0 < TT/2 or 0 < 0 < 6* we obtain 
f z-se~iaz dz << R1-*(e-aRsine* +1-^^) -> 0 
C2 
when R -> oo. Thus, I1 is equal to 
oo oo 




= e ( ^ f i ) a s - 1 f z-se'zdz. 
L(a/t) 
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A similar argument proves formula (11). • 
Assume a > 1. From (9) and Lemma 1, we see that z(s) is equal to 
r fs~l °° 1 r 
S 3 = l 3 
+e{*±)T{l-s,*}-)c_i 
With c± = c ± - and a
± = e(±(s - l ) / 4 ) r ( l - s , ±2irij/t), we can write the 
expression inside the square brackets as 
_|_ I y _[_ ^ C | C . I . C C 
a • c^ + a • c = (a^ + a ) • \- (—a^ + a ) • . 
Hence we obtain 
fs-l oo 1 
*(*) = TZT + (27r)5_1 E 7 ^ M*(*) - * W*)] (12) 
3 = - J 
where for j GN, we have set 
Aj{s) = e{-^-)T{l-s, -^-) + e{^)T{l-s, ^ ) , (13) 
Bj(s) = e{-^)T{l-s, -*p)- e(*=-)T(l-s, 2-j-t) , (14) 
and a •, b • are as in (4). 
LEMMA 2. The sum on the right hand side of (12) represents an analytic func-
tion on a > 0. Thus, if c0 = 0. £/ien z(s) does not have singularities in this 
half plane, while if c0 ^ 0. tten z(s) /ms a simple pole at s = 1 u>i£b, residue 
equal to c0 . 
P r o o f . Notice first that the incomplete gamma functions of Lemma 1 are 
analytic functions of its first argument. By a theorem of Weierstrass on the 
uniform convergence of analytic functions, it suffices to show that the infinite 
series in (12) converges uniformly on compact subsets of the complex plane. Now 
notice that for any positive real number a 
| r ( l - s , ± i a ) | < f\x- ia\-u e~x dx < (±Y . 
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Putting a = 2nj/£ with j £ N and £ > 1 fixed, we see that our infinite series 
is bounded by 
0 0 1 °° \r I -+- \r I 
c o s h ( f ) E ^ ( ^ j ) (|ci| + | c _ J | ) « £ ^ ^ < c x 5 
j^*7 J 3 = 1 J 
where the implied constant in <C depends both on a and t. • 
The next step is to change the path of integration in the gamma functions 
from the horizontal line segments L and L from Lemma 1 by a path first along 
the imaginary axis and then along the real axis. 
LEMMA 3. Let A As) and B,(s) be as in (13) and (14) respectively. If s is 
such that 0 < a < 1, then 
Aj(s) = 2T(l-s)Sm(^)+Aj(s), 
-iBj(s) = 2T(l-s)cos(^)+Bj(s), 
where the reminder terms A As) and BAs) are respectively 
l/£ l/£ 
— г - / COS(2TTjy) у s dy and - / sm(2<KJy) у s dy . 
(2тrj) 
P r o o f . We will prove only the assertion for B, (s), the evaluation of A, (s) 
being similar. It is easy to see that the integral of e~z z~s along a finite vertical 
line segment tends to zero as we move this segment horizontally to the right. 
Hence, we can write T(l—5, ~2rnij/£) = T(l—s) + Ix(s) where 
/-_(«)= f e~zz~s dz (15) 
Ci 
and C1 is the line segment which goes from —2nij/£ to 0. Then we have 
0 
< - i Ť 1 ) - / i W = e(--Ť-) I e-'-liyV-'idj/ 
-2TTJ/£ 
2TTJ/£ 27TJ/£ 
= ~<-^) * (-i)"5+1|e^ y~s dy = - j> y~s dy . 
0 0 
We also write T(l—5, 2it\j/f) = V(l—s) -f- I2(s) where I2(s) is as in (15) with 
C1 replaced by C2\ the line segment which goes from 2nij/£ to the origin. 
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2ҡj/Є 
к-i-)-I 2 w-=-|e-
i - î / -«d ! / . 
Thus Bj(s) equals 
Г(l-s)[e(--^) -e(-fl)] -jßv-e-^y- ày 
0 
ì/e 
= 2 iГ(l-a) cos( f ) - j ~ ^ I sin(2тrjy)y- åy. 
П 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. From (12) and Lemma 3 we get for 0 < a < 1 
fs-l ™ -, 
z(s) = -f-^ + (2VT)-1 £ - 3 7 K r ( l - s ) sin(?) + ^ ( a ) 
+ 26/(1-5) cos( f )+ bjBjis)] 
oo 1 
= 2(2rr)-1r(l-«) £ 7T37 {^ ^ ( f ) + 6, cos(f)} 
+ 
- ps-1 °° 1 
The term in square brackets in the last expression is equal to 
l/£ l/£ 
/
°° 1 f 2a f 
x~s dx - Y^ 77-—7-i—\ /ey ./ n / cos(27rj.T)x~
s dx 
^ ( 2 7 r j ) 1 ^ \ ( 2 7 r j ) ^ - 1 7 
o - I - 1 0 
+ 
2b- f _ ì 
Җjf^ J ^ 2 ^ x > S d x ] 
= — / x s < c 0 + 2 V^ â- cos(27гj.г) + b- ъm(2ҡjx) > dx 
o i=1 
1/* 
= - ľ x~sA(a (x) dx. 
D 
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§3. Euler-Maclaurin formula 
Now we apply Theorem 1 in order to obtain the following generalization of 
the Euler-Maclaurin formula for the numerical evaluation of the Rieniann zeta 
function. 
THEOREM 2. Let A(x) be a periodic function of x E K with period one. 
l 




A a ( s ) = l + 2^{a j ( a )cos (27Tjx ) + /?j(a)sin(27Tix)} (16) 
j = i 
be rTie Fourier series expansion of Aa(x). For x E [0,1) ana
7 n E N. /_>£ 
B0(x) = A(x), 
X 1 
Bn(x) = jBn__1(y)dy + l(y-l)Bn_1(y)dy. 
0 0 
For .r E [a, a+1) let Bn(x; a) = Bn(x — a) and extend the domain of definition 
of Bn(x; a) so that it is a periodic function of x E R of period one. Ijet X\(
s) 
and Xi(s) be as in (7). Let 77 be a positive integer and let J be a nonnegative 
integer. Let C(8. a) be the Hurwitz zeta function. If 0 < a < 1. then we have 
^ 1 A a,-(a) - ^ f t ( a ) 
3=0 w + a ; i = 1 J j = 1 J 
1 r y - l 1 
_ /• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ , г _ _ _ _ _ _ _ d x 
j (æ + a - l ) s - ^ j í> + j + a) s 
l - a í - ° 0 
7 — 1 / ° ° 
^ , , , * ( _ _ £ £ > _ ( s ) j / • ŁíîÿÛ đ I 
+-^V '•* (т7 + a)5+^ v JJJ xs+J 
where (s)j = f_ (s + £). 
£=0 
P r o o f . Let 0 < a < 1. Let a > 1. Notice first that 
00 00 
C(s, a) = x~sAa(x) dx- x~
s dBx (x] a) 
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Let 77 be a positive integer. Then we have 
r)+a~ 
Ç(s,a) = x sAa(x) dx - x
 s dB^faa)- / x s dBľ(x]a) 
& a~ rj+a~ 
- 1 oo +a oo 
^ E т - V + Ž ^ d x - ^EÌdx-fx-dB^a). 
+Aj+a)s J xs J xs J 1V ' 
j=0 
J a a r)+a~ 
Let 0 < a < 1. From Theorem 1, we obtain 
X* I J xь 
a ' a 
-I 
*.» ,..,^ßj(*) ?A.( - ) д,, м - õ ^ , ^ V ^ ' W í 
j = i "̂  J = I "̂  o 
v-i * 
We can write the last integral as 
/ A(*) dx + y f
 A^ dx 
J (x + a-l)s -^ J (x + j + a)s 
l-a -?-U 0 
Let J be a nonnegative integer. Integrating by parts we obtain 
°° J—1 r> / — °° 
- /,-• dBl(x;a) _ E H ^ i r - w4 ^ o-
77+a- j ° V+a 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2. • 
§4. E x a m p l e 
When A(x) is piecewise of polynomial form, then integrals of the form 
l 
J A(x)(x + /3)~s dx can be explicitly evaluated when a G {0,1—a} and (3 > 0. 
a 
In this section we exploit this observation and consider a concrete case of The-
orem 2 above. 
Let A(x) = —6x(x — 1). The Fourier coefficients of Aa(x) in (16) are 
3 3 
aj(a) = ----- cos(2aJ7r) and f}.(a) = ----- sm(2ajir). 
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(x + a- iy 
dx = 
6a 2 - 5 , s + 2 a - 3 ) 
(s~l)(s-2)(s-3) 
On the other hand J A(x)(x + j + a) s dx is equal to 
(s — l)(s — 2){s — 3) (s — l)(s — 2)(s — 3) 
Writing B- in place of B-(a~] a), we obtain 
Bl = "9 ' B2 = Tñ ' BS = ° > Б 4 
1 D Г) D ІQ 
560 ' 5 ~ ' 6 ~ 302400"' ""' " 2 ' 2 10 
With this data, numerical computation of the Hurwitz zeta function is feasible. 
The degree of accuracy in these computations is given by an upper bound for 
њj Bj(x]a) rS+J dx. 
r)+a 
This upper bound is easily computed once Bj(x]a) has been calculated. 
J .5 + 29І .5 + 325І .5 +1305 i 
0 0.0945295 0.0282984 0.0141243 
1 0.0185811 0.0056396 0.0028177 
2 0.0003278 0.0001011 0.0000506 
4 0.0000078 0.0000024 0.0000012 
TABLE 1 . 
In Table 1 above, we display the numerical value of the error when £(s, 1/3) 
is computed with the data corresponding to A(x) = — 6x(x — 1). In Table 1, 
we have always set r] = [t] where t is the imaginary part of s = 0.5 -f i t . Thus 
for example, we see that when J = 4, the error is of order 1 0 - 6 for the above 
values of s. 
Many choices for A(x) are possible besides — 6x(x — 1). For example, we can 
set A(x) = cnx
n(x — l ) n , where n is a natural number and cn is such that 
l 
J A(x) dx = 1. In this case, if n is large enough, then A(x) will have many 
o 
continuous derivatives and hence the Fourier coefficients will converge fast to 
zero. This will make the infinite series multiplying the terms Xi(s) a n d X2(s) 
rapidly convergent. Notice however that if n is large, then other terms in the 
formula approximating the Hurwitz zeta function become more complex. 
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